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This selection is a play, available and reproducible via the Internet. This text was
chosen because of its topic, its Internet availability and the fact that it is a
play. There are seven scenes, differing in settings. Download the reproducible
text at: www.scholastic.com/teachers/sites/default/files/asset/file/king_repro.pdf

This original play, incorporating the themes of loss, hard work, nurturance of fami-
ly, and triumph over adversity, can be read and performed by children from
third through fifth grade. We have included a text analysis of all the scenes,
although not every one is mapped on a Story Grammar Map. The dramatic
format is very useful for those children for whom “acting” is second nature as
well as for those children who need much work on such pragmatic elements as
tone of voice and body language, since they can learn from each other.
Because the content is to be performed, there are opportunities for students to
become scenery designers, costume creators, stage hands and other “behind
the scenes” experts. 

Theater terms such as lines, casting, stage right/left, blocking, positioning facing
the audience, projecting, waiting in the wings, backstage, memorization,
narrator and enunciation are fun to learn and the experience may inspire a
career in theater!

The content of this play, focusing on a young Martin Luther King, helps to
personalize the social studies content of the Civil Rights Movement and the
role of Martin Luther King, Jr. Maryellen, our Massachusetts author, saw this
play being practiced at the E.N. White School in Holyoke, Massachusetts, in
preparation for Martin Luther King Day. The students were enjoying the
dramatic format and seemed very much motivated to read and to be involved. 

We have included the Massachusetts General Standards related to dramatic
reading and performance.

Read
Aloud
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General Standard 17: Dramatic Literature

PreK–4 / Grades 3 & 4

17.1 Identify the elements of dialogue and use them in informal ways.

17.2 Identify and analyze the elements of plot and character, as presented
through dialogue in scripts that are read, viewed, written or performed.

Grades 5 & 6

17.3 Identify and analyze structural elements particular to dramatic literature
(scenes, acts, cast of characters, stage directions) in the plays they read,
view, write and perform.

General Standard 18: Dramatic Reading and Performance

Students will plan and present dramatic readings, recitations, and performances
that demonstrate appropriate consideration of audience and purpose.

PreK–4 / Grades PreK–2

18.1 Rehearse and perform stories, plays, and poems for an audience using
eye contact, volume, and clear enunciation appropriate to the selection

Grades 3 & 4

18.2 Plan and perform readings of selected texts for an audience, using clear
diction and voice quality (volume, tempo, pitch, tone) appropriate to the
selection.

Grades 5 & 6

18.3 Develop characters through the use of basic acting skills (memorization,
sensory recall, concentration, diction, body alignment, expressive detail).

Strategies for Re-Reads

By re-reading each scene several times, students will practice the theater craft in
varying ways. For example, there may be several readings focusing on enuncia-
tion, another for tone of voice, one for gesture/body language, and one for
blocking.

In this way, fluency is practiced while the emphasis is on other language features.
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Case of Characters and Characterization:

Characters are listed as the Cast. Other books/media need to be consulted regard-
ing the physical characteristics/dress/mannerisms etc., of these “real life”
characters. Attention should be paid to what the narrator and others say and do
regarding each character. Finally, attention to tone of voice, body language,
space, and eye contact is very necessary.

Settings are given for each scene. Setting shifts serve to define the episodes in this
play. Settings are: the sandlot, the Ebenezer Baptist Church, the neighborhood
grocery store, the Conner house, the King house, the sandlot, Washington, D.C.

Note: Within each scene, the staging is not delineated.

Narrative
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Conjunctions:
Scene #1: but
Scene #2: whether, but, like
Scene #3: whenever, like, even when, whether, that 
Scene #4: but
Scene #5: that, because, or, but, why, for 
Scene #6: but, when 
Scene #7: that, when, yet

Noun Modifiers: 
my best friends, 200,000 people of every race and

color, his father’s advice

Mental State Verbs: know, thought, feel, remember

Note: Linguistic Verbs are not usually stated in plays
and dramatic readings. Sometimes, reference to them is
made in a director’s note, however. Students need to
analyze the emotional content of their lines to determine
the appropriate tone of voice and body language, usually
communicated in written expression through linguistic
verbs.

Adverbs:
Scene #4: shyly
Scene #5: unfairly

Story Sparkle is very important to developing good comprehension.
These features of Story Sparkle are the words that link the stories,

the characters and their feelings together.



Scene #1 The Sandlot

The exercise below is valuable for vocabulary
building:

The term “sandlot” may be foreign to many
children. The sandlot concept is expressed in
words related to baseball although the word
field/diamond is never used. This writer’s
technique is known as Lexical Cohesion,
where a concept is provided through words
related to it. The words listed are: pitch,
baseball, team, play. The picture provides
further cohesion (pitcher’s mound, home
plate, second base, outfielder, bat, batter,
the “wind-up”). The reader would relate
these words and pictures to the “place” or
sandlot where baseball is played by a team.

Characters: Martin Luther King is
the main character, or at least, the
first perspective taken.

Neighborhood boys (two brothers
Clark and Wallace Conner; Martin
Luther King, among others.)

Setting: A sandlot in Georgia dur-
ing the sports era of Babe Ruth. A
“pick-up” game is forming and two
brothers are vying for the selection
of one particular person to be on
his team.

This setting description includes the “usual” happenings in one of these
situations: a pick-up baseball game on a sandlot.

Kick-Off: Martin notices the bickering between the brothers.

Internal Response: Feels a sense of the lack of peace and justice in the
situation. Lack of sportsmanlike behavior.

Director’s Notes: Setting is communicated by the narrator in
terms of eras: Babe Ruth and baseball, as well as black and
white movies. Time could be taken to find dates relative to these
eras and what was happening in the U.S. at that time. This
would provide background information to apply to the play.
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Martin Luther King, Jr.

a pick-up baseball game at a sandlot in Georgia during the sports era 
of Babe Ruth

Martin notices the bickering between the Conner brothers.

Feels a sense of the lack of peace and justice in the situation and a
lack of sportsmanlike behavior.

Martin wants to settle the conflict between the two brothers.

He tells them to stop fighting. “No sirs!”

Refers to his Daddy’s words. “My
daddy says you shouldn’t fight like that!”

He reminds Wallace that he played
on his team last time and that it’s fair to play
on Clark’s team that day.

As a result of Martin’s attempts, he, in
fairness, plays on Clark’s team.

We assume the game was played and that
Martin was happy to have solved the problem
fairly.

MAIN CHARACTER: Who is your story about?

SETTING: Where does your story take place?

INITIATING EVENT: What  happened to the character to cause him/her to do something?

INTERNAL RESPONSE (response to the kick off): What are the character’s 
feelings about what happened? (emotions, goals, desires, intentions or thoughts)

PLAN: What will the character do? Think about the kick off and the internal response.

ATTEMPT: How does the character solve the problem?

ATTEMPT:

ATTEMPT:

ATTEMPT:

ATTEMPT:

of the action? Is there a complication in the plan?

RESOLUTION: How does the character feel about the
consequence?

Feeling Words 

____________________

____________________
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____________________

Planning Words 
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____________________

____________________

____________________

Cohesive Ties  
____________________

____________________
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____________________
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Mental State Verbs:

Martin knows that each brother wants the best team possible.
Martin realizes that each brother thinks Martin is a great player.
Martin remembers that he was on Wallace’s team the last time. 
Martin remembers prior experiences where his Daddy, a peace-loving minister, was

opposed to fighting between people.

(Martin thinks aloud using the mental state verbs and the above sentences.)

Plan: Martin wants to communicate a fair way to settle the conflict
between the two brothers.

Attempts: Tells them to stop fighting. “No sirs!”

Refers to his Daddy’s words. “My daddy says you shouldn’t fight like
that!”

Reminds Wallace that he played on his team last time and that it is fair
to play on Clark’s team that day.

Note: Tone of voice for the Attempts is a necessary focus. Monotone is
not an option!

Direct Consequence: As a result of Martin’s attempts, he, in fairness,
plays on Clark’s team.

Resolution: We assume the game was played and that Martin was happy
to have solved the problem fairly.

Note: The end of the episode (Direct Consequence and Resolution)
needs to be acted out with stage directions written. Non-verbal body lan-
guage could communicate the facial expressions/emotions of the broth-
ers as they realize Martin is correct.

In order to assess the emotions of the brothers, students must know that when
Martin makes his “fairness” comments, it is a Kick-Off for the two brothers
who are both angry at the moment.

Stages of emotional change:

1.   Both are angry.
2.   Wallace shows he is pondering what Martin has said.
3.   Clark looks calm but not too happy.
4.   Wallace shows that he gets the point.
5.   Clark, Wallace and Martin show they are friends.

Note: Such an activity would illustrate the concept of feelings changing from
the beginning to the end of a story/episode. This concept is often the focus of a
literary response question on high stakes testing.

Character Study: We realize that Martin was a good baseball player (because of what
others said about him), that he was fair in his treatment of others, didn’t like
fighting and was a peaceful person (because of what he, himself, said and did).
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Scene # 2: The Ebeneezer Baptist Church

Character: Martin Luther King

Setting: The Ebeneezer Baptist Church (during Babe Ruth historical era),
where Martin Luther King’s father, Daddy King, drawing from the Good
Book, is preaching love among all people whether black or white, young
or old. It is obvious, by the comments of Viola and Lorraine, that he is
respected. They feel pride in the fact that Martin’s father stands so tall
before the congregation.

Kick-Off: Lorraine asks Martin if he feels proud of his daddy and Viola
notes that Martin will someday become a minister like his daddy:
“Someday you’re going to follow in his footsteps, Martin.”

Internal Response: Martin is puzzled by her comment.

Mental State Verbs:

Martin, being young, thinks he will be a professional ball player.
Martin realizes that his father is a person of whom to be proud.

Plan: He wants to communicate to the women that he is indeed proud of
his father but has his own aspirations for the future.

Attempts: Tells the women that he is proud of his father.

Tells the women that he wants to be a shortstop. (Some children with an
underdeveloped script for baseball, may not relate the word shortstop to
the game.)

Direct Consequence: As a result, Martin has communicated to the
women that he is proud of his father and that he has his own aspirations.

Resolution: He feels good.

Note: The narrator brings in some “food for thought” here in that a pro-
jection into the future is verbalized to illustrate that the women’s predic-
tions turned out to be true.

This is a lesson in prediction.

Director’s Notes: The pragmatics of “church” should be a focus
here: a place of respect, reflection, lack of conflict, where a per-
son preaches and others listen and observe. Attire could be a
focus. Perhaps pictures of such settings, at the appropriate time
in history, would be good to view.
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Scene #3: The neighborhood grocery store

Pragmatics is very important in this scene: tone of voice, space, body language are
vital to the plot development.

The narrator sets the tone here. We realize that Clark and Wallace’s parents are
business owners in the community.

Character: Martin Luther King’s perspective

Setting: the neighborhood grocery store

There are two kick-offs for Martin in this episode, Scene 3. 

Kick-Off #1: The first kick-off is the combination of observations made
by Martin: 

The observation of his mother’s and Mrs. Conner’s verbal exchange
indicating that Mrs. Conner thought his mother was not trustworthy. 

The observation that he and his mother had to enter the grocery
store through a back door and wait for all the other customers to be
waited upon. 

Internal Response: Both of these observations cause Martin to be
puzzled. (Martin thought it strange…)

Direct Consequence: As a result, he realizes that he and his family are
treated differently from others in this grocery store situation.

The narrator tells us, the listeners, that the different treatment is because Martin
and his family are black. 

Note: Social customs of that era in Georgia would be a valuable historical source
for this scene.

Mental State Verbs:

In this episode, the “realization” is the Direct Consequence of the Kick-Off and Feeling.

The narrative Structure is called an Abbreviated Episode. An Abbreviated Episode is

when the reaction to the Kick-Off is a feeling, not a physical action. Because the

relationship between these two story grammar components yields a “realization,” it

(the realization) is considered the Direct Consequence. Simply put, this is psychological

cause/effect.

Director’s Notes: Books or other media depicting the “grocery
store” setting of that era should be gathered. Comparisons and
Contrasts between that type of grocery store and our supermar-
kets could be made. This would be an expository text exercise.
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Other social/cultural groups have experienced similar treatment. In the 1800s the
sign “No Irish Need Apply” was very real for many Irish immigrants to the
United States on the basis of religious prejudice. The above examples, as well
as others, such as The Trail of Tears, The Holocaust, and Ethnic Cleansing,
may motivate older students to research “Man’s Inhumanity to Man.”

Kick-Off #2: The second kick-off is that when Martin interjects the posi-
tive comment about Mrs. Conner’s boy Clark, Mrs. Conner’s response is
two questions:

“You’ve been playing ball with my boys?”
“They are, are they?”

Director’s Notes: Ask the actors why Martin interjected this comment. Was it to
take the attention away from the angry confrontation between his mother and
Mrs. Conner, as he did on the sandlot? Perhaps or perhaps not. What do the
actors think?

The children, as actors, must use their body language and tone of voice to commu-
nicate that Mrs. Conner is not pleased with the fact that her boys are playing
with Martin’s “kind.” Also, the final two sentences should communicate, in
tone of voice, Mrs. Conner’s feelings.

Scene #4: The Conner House

This episode is a response to a Kick-Off that occurred in Scene #3. Mrs. Conner is
the main character in this Scene/Episode. The fact that Martin told her, at the
grocery store, that her boys were playing ball with Martin, a “colored,” caused
her to feel angry. Her dialogue with Martin when he comes to her home is
planned: She wants to convey to Martin that her sons will no longer be playing
ball with him because he is “colored.”

Character: Mrs. Conner

Setting: her home

Kick-Off: Martin comes to the door requesting that her sons play ball.

Internal Response: Built-up anger

Plan: She wants to convey to Martin that her sons will no longer be
playing ball with him because he is “colored.”
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Attempts: Tells Martin the boys
can’t play with him.

Tells Martin that the boys are too
old to be “wasting time on col-
oreds.”

Tells Martin not to “knock on my
door anymore.”

Direct Consequence: She conveys
the message to Martin.

Resolution: She feels satisfied
and feels she did the right thing
by her sons. 

Martin’s Perspective

Character: Martin Luther King

Setting: At the door of the
Conner’s home

Kick-Off: Hears Mrs. Conner’s
remarks about him and her “sick
in bed” sons’ relationship. Sees
her sons cowering in the background,
unable (not able to defy mother) to defend him.

Internal Response: sad, dejected, deflated

Mental State Verbs:
He realizes that the boys will not be able to play ball with him anymore. 
He realizes he is different from them because of his color. 
He knows that Mrs. Conner mistrusts his “kind.”
He does not understand why color matters.

Direct Consequence: He does not make a plan per se. The Direct
Consequence is the realization he has come to as a result of his experi-
ences. He goes home.

The Conner Sons’ Perspective

Character: The sons

Setting: in the Conner home on a day when they would have been meet-
ing Martin to play baseball. Their mother has told them of her decision
not to allow them to play ball with Martin.

Kick-Off: Martin comes to the door looking for them after having gone to
the sandlot to find it vacant.
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MARTIN’S PERSPECTIVE

Martin Luther King

Setting: At the door of the

Conner’s home

Initiating Event: Hears Mrs. Conner’s

remarks about him.

Feeling: sad, dejected, de ated

Direct Consequence: He does not

make a plan per se. The Direct

Consequence is the realization he

has come to as a result of his expe-

riences. He goes home.

CONNER’S PERSPECTIVE

The sons

Setting: At the door of the

Conner’s home

Initiating Event: Martin comes to

the door looking for them.

Feeling: They are frowning. Clark shyly
waves (taking chance Mother

will see).

Direct Consequence: Although they

would like to play ball with him,

there is no way.

realize
know

understand



Internal Response: They are frowning. Clark shyly waves (taking a
chance Mother will see).

Mental State Verbs:

The boys know that Martin is their friend.
They know that Martin is a peaceful, good, talented human being.
They realize that society (their mother/community/custom) is not 

treating Martin fairly.

Direct Consequence: Although they would like to play ball with him,
there is no way.

Scene # 5: The King’s House

Character: Mrs. King

Setting: the King home

Kick-Off: Martin comes home crying and tells her that “Mrs. Conner
says that her boys can’t play ball with me anymore. She says it’s
because I’m colored.”

Internal Response: sad, powerless to fix the problem 

Mental State Verbs:

She realizes Martin considers the boys to be his friends.
She knows the reality of the society at the time: back door, sour 

milk, fostering prejudice, Jim Crow laws.
She knows Martin is fair-minded and has a peaceful nature.
She remembers years of prejudice against her and now realizes her 
son is experiencing it too.

Plan: She wants to explain her perspective about Mrs. Conner’s problem
of prejudice so Martin will begin to understand, but not accept the reali-
ty (inference).

Attempts: She tells Martin that the boys’ parents feel this way and will
communicate these feelings to them.

She describes instances of prejudice (back door, sour milk, lack of trust)

She tells Martin about the Jim Crow laws.

Director’s Notes: The episode taking place during this scene is
the outcome of Martin’s experiences at the Conner home, where
Mrs. Conner wanted to convey to Martin that her sons would no
longer be playing ball with him because of his color.
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Direct Consequence: Mrs. King has told Martin about the problem and
her view of it.

Resolution: She feels powerless to change anything, but hopeful, since
he says, “It’s not fair. Somebody needs to do something about it.” She
says: “Yes, Martin. Somebody does.”

Scene # 6: The Sandlot

Character: The Conner Boys

Setting: The sandlot

Kick-Off: The boys see Martin coming to play ball.

Mental State Verbs:

They remember that their father will whip them if they play with him.

Internal Response: Ashamed or not? You decide how the boys portray
their feelings here.

Direct Consequence: As a result, the boys do not play with Martin.

Character: Martin

Setting: The sandlot, where he has gone to play ball with the boys. After
all, Mrs. Conner only told him not to come to her home anymore, not the
sandlot. 

Kick-Off: He sees the Conner boys who tell him of their father’s threat
and that they have to do as they are told.

Mental State Verbs:

Martin remembers his mother’s words that the parents would teach their
children.

Martin realizes there is no way to play.
Martin knows that life is very unfair.

Internal Response: disillusioned and sad

Plan: To do something about it when he could (inference).

Director’s Notes: Much in this scene depends on tone of voice
and body language. The narrator could have more of a part
explaining the mental states of Martin and of the boys.
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Scene #7:

This scene quotes from Martin Luther King’s adult life in Washington as he
attempted to carry out his plan to “do something about it.” He wanted peace
and harmony among all God’s children.

What was the origin of the following quotes from Scene #7?

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.”
“let freedom ring”

SUMMARY:

Character: Martin Luther King, Jr.

Setting: early adult life

Initiating Event(s): He experiences many instances of prejudice toward
him because of his color.

Internal Response: He is saddened and disillusioned. He feels it is unfair
to treat people differently.

Plan: To do something about it and fol-
low his father’s advice to “strive for
peace and harmony through peaceful
means.”

Attempts: Martin organized and partic-
ipated in a series of marches and
speeches in churches and rallies in
Washington, D.C.

Direct Consequence: He began to
make a difference (find historical evi-
dence). 

Resolution: He felt good about his
efforts.

Martin Luther King was assassinated during his
greatest hour as he was beginning to make
progress through peaceful protest. Because
of his efforts to create peace and harmony
among all people, we celebrate his birthday,
as a nation, each January. It is a national
holiday.
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Note: To summarize an
episode, the Attempts
are categorized and one
sentence is written to
communicate the details.

“Martin organized and
participated in a series
of marches and speeches
in churches and rallies in
Washington, D.C.”

A retelling of an episode
would reflect all the
details specifically stat-
ed. This is the difference
between a summary and
a retelling/telling.



Sentence/Word Level

Repeating Sentences: Say this sentence from the play after me:

Scene #1: “Don’t try to push me around, Wallace.” (anger)

Scene #2: ‘Martin, doesn’t it make you proud to see your father standing so
tall before the congregation?” (pride)

Scene #3: “Now, what is it you want?” (impatient, disgust)

Scene #4: “Now, don’t be knocking on my door anymore.” (rude)

Scene #5: “The boys might not feel like that, Martin, but their parents do.”
(comforting)

Scene #6: “Remember what Pa said.” (reflective)

Scene #7: “That’s why we celebrate his birthday each January.” (bold, pride)

Each of the above sentences varies in number of words as well as tone of voice.
Counting the words is important to develop “meta” skills. It is also important
to repeat the sentences using the tone communicated by the intent of the
authors (see parentheses after each sentence).

Word Level

919 words — Scene 1: 116 words; Scene 2: 107 words; Scene 3: 188 words;
Scene 4: 118 words; Scene 5: 152 words; Scene 6: 79 words; Scene 7:
159 words

Syllable Level

One Syllable Words

a               able           all              are             as              at              Babe
back          ball            be              bed            been          best           black
book          both           bound        boy            boys           but            called
can            can’t          church       Clark          come         could         creed
Crow          days           did             does           don’t          door           dream
each          fair            feel            fight           filmed        folks          for
free            friends       from          front          fun            get             God’s
good          got             great          grew          guys           had            hands
hard           have           he              he’ll           head          here’s         him
his             hold           house         how           I                I’d             I’ll
I’m            if               in              into            is               it               it’s

Phonological
Awareness
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Jim            join            just            kind           King           knocked     know
last            laws           let             like            live            look           love
loved          make         me             men           milk           must          my
needs         new           no              not             now           old             on
one            or              our             out             owned        past           pay
peace         pitch          play           played        preach       proud         push
quarts        quite          race           ran             right           ring            Ruth
said           same          saw            says           see            served        she
sick           sing           sirs            skin           so              some          sour
speed         spit            stabbed      still            strange       strive         struck
tall             teach         team          than           that           their           them
there’s        these         they           they’re       think          this            thought
through      time           to              told            too             treat           true
trust           truths         try             two            up             us              use
used          wait           want          was            wave          way            we
we’re          week          well           went          were           weren’t       what
when          where         whip          white         who           whose        why
will            with           word          would         years          yes             you
you’ll          young         your           you’re         you’ve                         

Two Syllable Words

about         across        advice        afford         after           against       allow
along         always        among        any            argue         around       baseball
beaten       because     before        being         birthday     children     color
coloreds     Conner       couldn’t     crying         Daddy        describe     didn’t
doesn’t       entered      equal         even          ever           excuse       father
follow         footsteps    freedom     frowning     Georgia      getting       going
grocer’s      happen      himself       hitting        homeruns   Junior        knocking
later           legal          lessons       Lorraine     Luther        many         market
Martin        matter        meaning     money        mother       movies       nation
neighbors   never         nothing      other          ourselves    over           parents
Pastor        people        player         playing       sandlot       shadows     shortstop
shouldn’t    shyly          someday     something  sometimes  sooner        sorry
standing     supposed    talking       today         treated       trouble       upon
very           Wallace      wanted       wasn’t        wasting      whether      

Three Syllable Words

almighty             anymore              arrested              celebrate           created
customers           different             harmony             neighborhood     peacemaker
punishing            remember           Reverend            somebody          together
unfairly               Viola                   whenever

Four Syllable Words

congregation       discriminate        self-evident         January 
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Syllable Counting: Baseball, hitting, sandlot, shortstop, homeruns, pitch, team

All these words are about one topic. What is it? (baseball)

Say: Some of the words have two syllables and some have one syllable. As I 
     say the word, you hold up one finger for one and two fingers for two. 

     Baseball (2)
     Hitting, (2), etc…

Partner Activity:

Say: Some of the two-syllable words are made up of two real words: base+ball. 
These are called compound words.

When I say the word, partner #1 should say the two words.

Partner #2 chooses one of the words and makes a sentence using it.

Example:

Partner #1: base ball
Partner #2: I ran to first base in the last inning.

For a connective activity, Partner #1 can listen and count the number of words in
the new sentence!

Continue using all the two-syllable compound words (sandlot, shortstop, home-
runs).

Deleting Syllables:

Repeat these words after me:
Talking, standing, frowning, hitting, knocking 

Take the /ing/ ending off the word as I say it:

Talking (talk)
Standing (stand)

Continue with the others. You have taken a morpheme ending off each word.

As a further activity, explain to the students that each of those words was originally
in the present tense, communicating that the action was happening at that
moment in the play.

Ask the students to make each word into the past tense immediately after you say
the word:

knock (knocked) (regular)
stand (stood) (irregular)
talk (talked) (regular, note that the /ed/ sounds like a /t/)
frown (frowned) (regular)
hit (hit) (irregular)
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Phoneme Level

Onset/Rime:

All the chosen words will have a two or three phoneme blend as the onset.

Listen while I say each word the slow way. Then you say it the fast way.

st–ill = still                                           tr–uths = truths
pl–ayed = played                                   pr–each = preach
sp–eed = speed                                     tr–eated = treated
tr–y = try                                              pr–oud = proud
str–ive = strive

Blend Sort: segmenting the onset from the rime.

Ask the students to write the above blends on sticky notes or small card pieces as
you say the words. You may have to show the words as well.

Tell them to work in partners to sort by initial sound in the blend.

st                   sp                   str
tr                   tr                    tr
pr                  pl                   pr

New Blend Splash:

Using the same blends as above write the following words on cards and hand out
one to each student. Students must find others who have words starting with
the same blend.

Working together, they must segment the word (onset/rime) and think about how all
the words beginning with the same blend are related semantically.

steaks          spoons         straws          Topic: meal time
trucks          trains           troops          Topic: soldiers and ways to move them
prunes         plums          produce       Topic: fruits and vegetables

Listen to the words from the list above:

All of them end in /s/. Some of the /s/ sounds sound like /z/.

Write /s/ in one column and /z/ in another. As you read the word, call on stu-
dents to place the word card in the proper column.

Purpose: listening for variations of the same sound, at the end of a word.

/s/: trucks, troops, produce, steaks
/z/: spoons, straws, trains, prunes, plums
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See map on page 141.

In scene #7, list three violent things that happened to Martin Luther King during
his life: beaten, stabbed, spit upon

Sequence the settings in Scenes 1 through 5:

1. The sandlot.
2. The Ebenezer Baptist Church.
3. The grocery store.
4. The Conner house.
5. The King house.

Scene #4 centers around the concept of Martin being considered different because
of his color. He was considered “colored.”

This a kick-off for the Cause/Effect map:

Mrs. Conner considered Martin as “colored.”
SO

She would not let her sons play baseball with him (effect).

Martin’s mother sees Martin’s sadness. This is a problem for her. She empathizes
with him and plans to talk with him about this problem. Note: Martin’s mother
was the one who saw Martin’s problem and, feeling empathy, planned to soothe
his spirit with kindness as shown in Scene 5.

Total number of words in the book: 919
Total number of different words: 329
Rare words (not on the Wepman/Hass list): 157
Percent of rare words: 48%

List of rare words: able, advice, afford, almighty, among, any, anymore, argue,
arrested, Babe Ruth, baseball, beaten, being, birthday, bound, can’t, celebrate,
church, Clark, color, coloreds, congregation, Conner, couldn’t, created, creed,
customers, Daddy, describe, didn’t, different, discriminate, doesn’t, don’t,
dream, entered, equal, excuse, fair, filmed, folks, follow, footsteps, free, free-
dom, front, frowning, fun, Georgia, God’s, going, grew, grocer’s, had,
happen, harmony, he’ll, here’s, hitting, homeruns, I’d, I’ll, I’m, it’s, January,
Jim Crow, join, Junior, King, last, later, laws, legal, Lorraine, Luther, many,
market, Martin, matter, meaning, milk, movies, nation, needs, neighborhood,
neighbors, our, ourselves, owned, parents, past, Pastor, peace, peacemaker,
pitch, player, preach, proud, punishing, push, quarts, quite, race, remember,
reverend, ring, sandlot, self-evident, served, shadows, shortstop, shouldn’t,

Expository
Text Features

Rare Words
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Cultural
Aspects

shyly, sing, sirs, skin, someday, sooner, sorry, sour, speed, spit, stabbed, still,
strange, strive, struck, supposed, tall, team, than, they’re, today, treat,
treated, trouble, true, trust, truths, unfairly, Viola, Wallace, wasn’t, wasting,
wave, we’re, week, were, weren’t, whenever, whether, whip, whose, word, you’ll,
you’ve, young

This book shows the struggles of cultural and ethnic groups in our country and in
the world in general. It also highlights the human desire for peace and harmo-
ny, amidst prejudice and adversity. Most cultures can trace their social histo-
ries back to some type of injustice and prejudice. It is the unsung people who
stood for peace, tolerance and harmony in ages past, as well as those who
champion peace and justice now and will do so in the future, that this Martin
Luther King Day holiday also honors.
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141

DESCRIPTIVE LIST SEQUENCE

CAUSE/EFFECT

COMPARE and CONTRAST

PROBLEM/SOLUTION PERSUADE

Describe a topic. Focus on the
character or the setting.�

List things
related to topic.�

Tell the order
of steps.

Explain the reason why
something happened.

Same

Different�

State a problem and
offer a plan to solve it.�

Persuade or negotiate
with others.�

Show how two or more components, or ideas,
are the same and/or different.

Person,
Animal

Time,
Place

TopicTopic

Topic

Topic

OR

Topic

Topic Topic

Topic

First

Then

Next

Finally

1

2

3

4

Problem Issue

Your Opinion

Another’s Opinion

Your Plan to Convince

Plan
To Solve

Solution

Classroom Conference Sheet — Expository
 Name ________________________________________ Class ________________________ Date _____________

beaten
stabbed
spit upon

Violent
Things

The sandlot
Ebenezer
Baptist Church

Grocery store
Conner house
King house

Settings

his Mother sees MartinÊs
sadness⁄feels empathy

plans to talk with him
about this problem⁄

there is no solution

Martin’s dilemmaMrs. Conner

considered
Martin

„colored‰

he could not
play with
her sons

SO


